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MISSION STATEMENT

The Advanced Computational Modeling (ACM) group is a curious and 
energetic team focused on the dynamic intersection of design, engineering 
and modeling techniques. We operate by three guiding principles:

Optimization:  We harness technology to invent ways to do things better, 
faster, for less money and in ways that enhance aesthetic vision, fabrication 
and constructability.

Diversity:  We believe successful multidisciplinary efforts require people 
with a variety of experiences and outlooks. Our team represents five na-
tionalities, and includes backgrounds in architecture, engineering, comput-
er science, industrial design, fabrication and façade detailing. We “speak 
the language” of a wide range of collaborators.

Transparency:  Entire project teams benefit from our support because we 
teach clients and partners improved techniques while developing tools to 
assist their day-to-day tasks. We are platform-neutral and believe in using 
the best tool for the job.

We assist with the modeling of complex, fast-paced, interdisciplinary proj-
ects and develop custom tools and better work-flows to optimize project 
realization.

INFUSE
COLLABORATION

INSPIRE
INNOVATION
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PARAMETRIC MODELING

The ACM group works very closely with Thornton Tomasetti’s structural 
engineers. We host BIM charrettes to help steer projects in the right direc-
tion and continue to provide direct modeling support throughout the dura-
tion of complex projects.

We develop customized toolsets to streamline the design effort at any 
project stage, from design competition to fabrication modeling. These tools 
include integrated structural analysis calculators and interfaces that bridge 
the gaps between the many modeling and analysis platforms used by 
designers and engineers. We also create custom applications and toolsets 
for clients on a project-specific basis.  

STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

STREAMLINE
DESIGN 
EFFORT
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STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS COLLABORATION & RESEARCH 
The ACM group works closely with engineers, designers, and artists to optimize workflow across design phases. We 
enable innovative designs through expertise in advanced analytics, materiality, and efficient geometric forms. Our goal 
is to inspire new design ideas and enhance creativity through thoughtful collaboration.



PARAMETRIC MODELING

Our construction and fabrication services bring design visions into the real 
world. Complex projects demand high-end solutions to realize the design 
intent and meet client expectations. Integrating digital architectural models 
with fabrication and construction guidelines improves the entire process 
and allows for optimized solutions. 

We work with design teams early on to apply real-world parameters to 
architectural and structural elements, providing design-assist metrology to 
produce solutions that work within manufacturers’ capabilities. This digital 
design process streamlines the transition to fabrication and construction. 
Our digital models are used to review detailed assemblies for fabrication 
and to produce 3D construction sequences for systems clash detection. 
We tailor the scope of these models to the needs of the projects: some-
times we model the entire project, other times we model only a particularly 
complex area of a building.

CONSTRUCTION + FABRICATION 

COMPLEX 
PROJECTS 

DEMAND 
HIGH -END 

SOLUTIONS
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BASRAH STADIUM 360 Architecture 
The ACM group assisted in the design of GFRP façade panels and connection brackets of the new 65,000-seat 
soccer stadium in Basrah. The fabrication process had to be reduced by 18 months in order to host the first match 
in 2013. Given that the panels measure about 100 feet, it takes about 4 months to create one mold. Hence, the 
number of molds required for GFRP panels had to be reduced from 10 to 5. We worked very closely with the 360 
Architecture and with Bahrain-based-fabricator BFG to accomplish this goal.

FEDERATION OF KOREAN INDUSTRIES PODIUM 
Adrian Smith + Gordon Gill Architecture 
A steel sub-structure was part of the integrated design of the doubly-curved FKI podium. By integrating fabrica-
tion know-how and 3D solid detailing into the design-evaluation process of the façade, a routine was developed to 
economically engineer the glass panels while staying true to the conceptual design idea.



DESIGN
SYSTEMS

IN  PARALLEL

PARAMETRIC MODELING

A building performs best when its different building systems are synchro-
nized to work together rather than designed in isolation. We collaborate 
with our in-house structural engineers, façade designers and sustainability 
analysts to design systems in parallel, improving environmental efficiency 
and human comfort. 

Our embodied carbon optimization tool, for example, uses interoperability 
frameworks to monitor a structure’s embodied carbon content while it is 
being designed. 

We also work with our façade engineers and sustainability staff to design 
façade systems that incorporate fabrication techniques, cost criteria, and 
materials as well as energy consumption, thermal loads and daylighting 
performance.

INTEGRATED ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS
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CARBON CALCULATOR
The goal of this project is to calculate the total 
amount of embodied carbon and embodied 
energy of any design configuration early in the 
design phase. By referencing the Inventory of 
Carbon and Energy Database, we created an 
array of Grasshopper components, which cal-
culate and visualize embodied carbon contents 
in real time with the design process.



PARAMETRIC MODELING

The ACM group produces façade-related modeling and analysis to en-
hance the design of projects across all stages – from schematic design to 
fabrication. We have developed custom tools that allow us to model and 
analyze a façade to take into account environmental criteria, cost efficien-
cy and local construction constraints. We often work in collaboration with 
our in-house Building Skin practice, but also enjoy teaming with architec-
tural clients to work directly with them and their consultants.

INTEGRATED SKIN ANALYSIS

CUSTOM
TOOL

DESIGN
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CORNELL CIS BUILDING 
Morphosis
Together with a research student, the ACM, 
skin and sustainability teams at Thornton 
Tomasetti developed a method by which 
an energy analysis can be informed by a 
parametrically controlled geometric shading 
model, as well as a solar radiation and day-
light analysis in parallel. The CIS building, 
for which Thornton Tomasetti is the façade 
consultant, served as a test case.Giffen Ott



develop
programs
to achieve

better
designs

WORK FLOW

The ACM group is part of our in-house research and development team, 
so we always look for opportunities to innovate by leveraging technology 
through research. Members of our group teach graduate-level courses 
– on BIM, programming, parametric modeling for structural analysis, big 
data and database structures – at architecture and engineering programs 
in New York and Philadelphia. We hold workshops to educate our staff and 
industry colleagues about our research and the new tools that result from 
it. We also partner with architecture firms to explore new workflows related 
to data exchange across disciplines, and explore new topics through 
internships. 

Because the nature of our most complex projects pushes the limits of 
commercially available software packages, we strongly support software 
development. We know the APIs (Application Programing Interfaces) of 
most commonly used tools, and work towards extending their capabilities. 
We not only develop software for our in-house engineers, we also work 
with designers and external consultants to develop new programs that 
help achieve better designs.

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
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REMOTE SOLVING with LMN Architects
The goal of this research project is to connect our clients’ architectural design definitions to our generative design 
tools via a shared database on the web. The idea is relatively simple: An architect’s Grasshopper definition sends our 
customized Grasshopper analytic solver definition some input geometry, our definition generates a structural model 
algorithmically, and reports the structure’s performance back to the architect. From the architect’s point of view, the 
structural work is being solved remotely, and useful order-of-magnitude performance data is made available at near 
real time. 

TTX Interoperability Platform
The goal of TTX is to provide a platform that enables a new kind of collaboration during the design process – one 
that allows for real time, cross-platform updates of project information. By moving all of the critical project data into a 
central database and providing read/write/sync capabilities across our typical software stack, TTX allows project team 
members to focus on their respective specialties in the platform of their choice. Concerns about model synchroniza-
tion, our long standing ‘compatibility’ issue, are allowed to fade into the background.
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optimize
transitions

across
disciplines

WORK FLOW

Buildings are traditionally treated as one-off designs, not as mass-de-
signed systems. We support the realization of unique features that come 
with every new building design, and find that this is best done by automat-
ing repetitive tasks. We know no single software solution can do it all, so 
we focus our efforts on streamlining interoperability between software 
platforms to create fully compatible data transfer. We develop custom add-
ons to make platforms work better for our needs. And we develop tools, for 
designers upstream and fabricators downstream, to simplify the transition 
of the project between disciplines as much as possible. Over the years, we 
have built a large selection of tools that are put to use again and again.

INTEROPERABILITY OPTIMIZATION
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WUHAN GREENLAND CENTER 
Adrian Smith + Gordon Gill Architecture
The ACM and building skin groups teamed up to maximize cost ef-
ficiency of the Wuhan Tower during the schematic design phase. The 
team devised a panelization technique that optimized the façade for 
local fabrication constraints and building codes, while staying true to 
the architects’ design intent.

EDMONTON ARENA 360 Architecture
The ACM group implemented technical modeling, surface rationaliza-
tion, and warpage analysis to design a series of curvilinear glass fa-
çade elements for the in-process Oilers arena in Edmonton, Alberta. 
Through the customization of rule-based digital form finding tools we 
developed new ways to solve engineering and design problems. 

Adrian Smith + Gordon Gill Architecture  Adrian Smith + Gordon Gill Architecture  

360 Architecture





From left to right: Robert K. Otani, Ashley A. Reed, Anne Waelkens, 
Benjamin Howes, Jonatan Schumacher, Kenny Tam, Nicholas Mundell, Mathew Naugle
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